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Who are you? 

Looking at these three big words on the computer screen, Ji Feng couldn’t help but frown. 

This was obviously a message from that intruder, but the other party actually asked who he was, which 

made Ji Feng a little surprised. 

However, he quickly understood that it was obvious that this tactful intruder had seen the power of the 

intelligent brain, and after being forced to forcibly cut the connection, wanted to know who had forced 

him into such a mess, so he had sent this message. 

“Boss, we found out, it was an email from a computer in Rice, but based on this computer’s internet 

history, it should be a public computer.” Wang Xin’s voice came in. 

“It must be that hacker who has invaded this computer again and is afraid that we will trace it, so he has 

borrowed this computer to send the email.” Yang Yu said. 

Ji Feng nodded slightly and was just about to speak when Wang Xin’s voice suddenly sounded again, 

“Look, the other party has sent another email.” 

“This is not the level of computers on Earth, who the hell are you?” 

This was the second email from the other party. 

Just a few moments later, Wang Xin said, “The computer that sent this email is located in England, it 

should also be an invaded computer.” 

Several people knew that this was the other party constantly changing the location of the invasion, as a 

way to stunt and confuse their side. 

At this moment, Ji Feng could not help but frown, perhaps Wang Xin and Yang Yu did not care about 

them, but he noticed the special tone in the email sent by this hacker. 

This is not the level of computers on Earth …… 

What does this mean? 

Being more advanced than this hacker, it is not the level on earth? Does this hacker just think he’s 

number one on the planet? Where did the other party get this kind of confidence? 

Ji Feng immediately tapped down three words on his keyboard, “Who are you?” 

And then, he followed the first email address sent by the other party and sent it over. 

“Dingdong!” 

With a crisp beep, the other party sent another email, but it was from a different address. 

“I am the emperor, who are you?” 

There was only this one sentence in the email. 



Seeing this sentence, Ji Feng couldn’t help but sneer, what a big mouth, how dare he call himself the 

emperor! 

“Boss, the other party must have opened backdoors on all the computers that were invaded, so 

although the other party is constantly changing the invasion address, they are able to receive your 

emails in a timely manner.” Wang Xin immediately said, “I think this is an opportunity, maybe we can 

track down the other party.” 

Ji Feng immediately understood what Wang Xin meant, he sent the email to a certain address that the 

other party had used, and then when the other party was reading the email, she took the opportunity to 

track it. 

If placed in normal times, this was indeed a good way to track the other party if they were careless, 

there was a great possibility of tracking them. 

But after seeing the brilliant technology of this guy who called himself the emperor, Ji Feng did not hold 

much hope for this, especially when the other party was deliberately hiding, even if the wise brain was 

involved, it might not be useful, because the other party had already seen the wise brain’s methods and 

would definitely be extra careful. 

Besides, just now, the wise brain and the other party tangled for so long without taking it down, so it can 

be seen that in fact, although the wise brain’s technology is more advanced than the other party’s, it is 

not yet to that point of hand-to-hand combat! 

So Ji Feng only nodded slightly at Wang Xin’s proposal and said, “Just do your best.” 

Wang Xin and Yang Yu, however, looked determined, obviously wanting to catch this intruder. 

After Wang Xin and the two of them were ready, they made a gesture to Ji Feng, who nodded and 

tapped a line on the keyboard: Which country’s emperor are you? Hiding your head and only spying on 

others in the dark, is this something an emperor should do? 

He wasn’t worried that the other party couldn’t read Chinese characters, that was really too easy for a 

hacker. 

The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you’re doing. 

This intruder, who the hell is he! 

It is no wonder that the other party dares to call himself that, the other party’s technology, I am afraid, 

is definitely the best in the world. 

However, what Ji Feng was most interested in was the other party’s identity. 

“Emperor ……” 

Ji Feng frowned and pondered slightly, “Not a small mouth! I just don’t know if this person has a 

relationship with the dynasty …… Emperor! The king?” 

Speaking of this Ji Feng suddenly gave a beat, he found that this possibility seems really not small. 



Wang Wengao, as the head of the dynasty in China, was codenamed the king, and now an emperor had 

appeared. If this emperor was really a member of the dynasty, then it would be in line with Wang 

Wengao’s code name, which was very much in line with the dynasty’s habit of calling this code name. 

However, on second thought, Ji Feng was a bit confused, because in China, there was another person in 

charge of the dynasty whose status was similar to that of the king, or even a bit higher than the king’s 

level, but this person’s codename was No. 1, which was just an ordinary codename, only used to 

indicate that the status and position at this time in China should be the first, and with the king ah 

emperor ah and so on, these appellations were not quite in line. 

“Boom!” 

Yang Yu slapped his face on the table and cursed, “Damn it! Letting him get away again!” 

Wang Xin’s face wasn’t very good either, “The other party’s skill is too high, we are simply no match for 

this person.” 

This time, she could see very clearly that the gap between her and the other party was just too big, 

which made her unable to help but feel a sense of frustration, knowing full well where the other party 

would appear and that she had prepared in advance, although the time was short, even a minute earlier 

that was still an advantage, but even in this situation, she still hadn’t even touched the other party’s 

shadow. 

This huge gap caused Wang Xin, who had always been very confident, to be hit hard. 

Yang Yu was also struck, but his somewhat mute personality instead made him suffer a much lighter 

blow than Wang Xin. He just felt that not tracking down the other side and being defeated by them over 

and over again made him angry, but as a result, it had instead aroused his fighting spirit. 

“Boss, wait and see if the other party will still reply, if they do, we’ll try again.” Yang Yu said through 

clenched teeth. 

“No problem!” Ji Feng nodded slightly, in fact, he knew that there would be no result, but it was not 

good to speak directly, he could not tell Yang Yu, don’t try, you are not the opponent’s opponent. 

Besides, it was good to sharpen them up this way. 

“Dingdong!” 

As expected, the other party replied. This time, the other party changed their address again, Wang Xin 

and Yang Yu took a look, they knew that the other party kept changing their address so constantly, not 

because they were afraid of them, but because they were afraid of Ji Feng, which made them grit their 

teeth and feel a little ashamed. 

As the core of technology, they were surprisingly not as skilled as their own boss. 

“The whole world is under my overlook!” 

This was the email that the other party replied. 



Ji Feng read it and couldn’t help but narrow his eyes a little, this statement from the other party was 

even more arrogant than calling himself an emperor! 

The whole world was under this person’s overlooking? 

With a sneer in his heart, Ji Feng made a gesture to the two of them, Wang Xin, and then immediately 

replied back, “But you’re still being chased by me like a lost dog, and this is called overlooking?” 

“Who are you?” The other party quickly sent back another email. 

Both Wang Xin and Yang Yu’s faces did not look good, they had failed once again. 

Ji Feng waved his hand and said comfortingly, “Don’t try it yet, you guys think about it first and see what 

method the other party used to come and go so freely.” 

Wang Xin and the duo nodded silently, they knew that the technical gap was the main factor, but it was 

not something that could be bridged up in a short time, right now, they could only watch Ji Feng spar 

with this hacker. 

Seeing that Wang Xin and the two of them were no longer obsessed with tracking down the hacker, Ji 

Feng then replied, “Are you from Dynasty?” 

The other party quickly replied, “No. Who are you?” 

Ji Feng replied, “I’m your nemesis!” 

For a long time, the other party did not reply again. It was as if he had left the internet and disappeared. 

Ji Feng frowned and sent another email, “If that’s all you’ve got, don’t mess with me in the future, 

otherwise, next time you won’t have the good luck you have today, and next time, I’ll track you down!” 

A few moments later, the other party replied, “You are from the Tengfei Group, and, the technical core 

of the Tengfei Group!” 

Ji Feng immediately realized that the other party’s tone was not a question, but a confirmation. 

His mind turned rapidly, and then he replied, “Yes!” 

The other party replied, “I have known for a long time that there must be you in the Tengfei Group, I 

never thought we would meet in this situation, the Tengfei Group is really lucky, and you, on the other 

hand, are so pathetic and still a tool in their hands!” 

When Ji Feng saw these words, his eyebrows furrowed tightly and his pupils shrank! 

The meaning of these words …… 

“I don’t understand what you mean!” Ji Feng immediately said back. 

“You understand! You can’t fool me! I know you incredibly well!” The other party said back. 

Ji Feng was just about to reply when the other party sent another email, he opened it and saw that 

there was only one sentence on it: “I look forward to the day when we meet, I hope that by then, you 

are no longer just a tool!” 



Ji Feng secretly said bad, he immediately replied, “I’m afraid you don’t dare to meet with me! If you 

dare, make an appointment now!” 

However, this time the other party did not reply again. More than half an hour had passed, and there 

was no word, nor was there any email sent. 

Ji Feng realised that the other party had left! 

However, at this time, Ji Feng’s heart was stunned to the extreme, because, those words of the other 

party made him detect a hint of unusual. 

Why would the other party say that he had long known that he existed in the Tengfei Group? 

Why would he say that he was just a tool? 

Who was this he? 
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The conversation with that mysterious hacker left Ji Feng stunned in his heart! 

The Emperor? 

Ji Feng was extremely unfamiliar with this code name, and the other party’s arrogant tone made him 

even more confused. Was the other party just purely arrogant and cocky, or did he have some sort of 

backbone to say such things? 

What really puzzled Ji Feng was that the other party thought that he was a tool and, moreover, knew 

that he existed in the Tengfei Group. 

It’s no big deal to know about the Tengfei Group, which is now a different company than before. 

Nowadays, with 3-D TV sets and Kang Yuan slimming powder as the pillar industries, the pharmaceutical 

and automobile industries go hand in hand, and the industrial chain has already formed a huge scale, 

especially the 3-D TV sets and Kang Yuan slimming powder, these two products are extremely famous 

even in the world, and can almost be said to be a household name. 

The Tengfei Group’s automobile industry, on the other hand, had once caused quite a stir in the world, 

and could even be said to have caused a shock in the industry. 

Under such circumstances, there were simply not too many people who knew about the Tengfei Group. 

Since the other party had chosen the Tengfei network to invade, there was nothing strange in knowing 

about the Tengfei Group. 

However, the other party’s tone was extremely strange. After just a few words of conversation, the 

other party asserted that he was the technical core of the Tengfei Group, and that kind of certainty 

made Ji Feng extremely strange. 

The fact that he had forced this person to flee in disarray in a cyber fight was the only reason he could 

conclude that he was the technical core? 

The Tengfei Group didn’t only have one subsidiary, Tengfei Network! 



The other party seemed to know a lot of things! 

Moreover, those few words after the other party revealed extremely important information, the other 

party claimed to know him immensely, Ji Feng couldn’t help but shake his head, he really didn’t know 

who this person really was, apart from the people around him, there was no one who knew much about 

him yet, right? 

“Looking forward to the day of meeting ……” 

This reply from the other party made Ji Feng even more unable to help but frown. The other party 

seemed to really know who he was, yet, it was as if there was a sense of plausibility. 

Ji Feng did want to meet with this person to see what this was all about, but this person sounded as if he 

had known about his existence for a long time, and lamented that it was just a tool …… 

“Perhaps, this is the other side staged, in order to confuse me to say so?” Ji Feng darkly said. 

“There is this possibility!” 

After pondering for a while, Ji Feng did not think about it, much less could he think of a reason, he could 

only leave it for now. However, this matter gave him an extremely strange feeling in his heart, and he 

was looking forward to meeting this mysterious hacker instead. 

“Wang Xin, things should be almost done here, next you guys will set up the fake database first, if you 

encounter this situation again, call me in time, as long as I can get a call, I will track down that hacker.” Ji 

Feng stood up and mused, “It would be best if you guys and the headquarters of the Tengfei Group, 

including several other subsidiaries, could set up a linkage mechanism, so that no matter which 

company is attacked, you can react in a timely manner.” 

“This is a good idea.” Wang Xin nodded, “However, in terms of authority ……” 

“The issue of permissions can be temporarily authorized, or the permissions can be given to the boss of 

each subsidiary, or it can also be placed directly at the headquarters for safekeeping, and can only be 

used when an emergency like this occurs.” Ji Feng said, “In this way, there shouldn’t be any problem, at 

the very least, it will be able to guard against any accidental leakage of permissions.” 

Wang Xin immediately nodded and said, “That’s good. I understand.” 

Ji Feng nodded, “Good. Then let’s leave it like this for now, you’ve all worked very hard these past two 

days, I’ll give another order to cut off the external connection network of the database first, all of you 

take a good rest and then come back to work.” 

“This ……” 

“It’s settled, no more this and that.” Ji Feng said. 

“Okay.” 

Wang Xin nodded, but her heart was a bit helpless, she really didn’t want to go to rest if she could, 

although she was already tired, but the two invasions of that hacker had given her a big blow, making 



her want to dive in head first right now and study the other party’s technology all night long to find a 

way to be able to restrain them. 

Yang Yu was equally so, but since Ji Feng had given the word, he had no choice but to carry it out. 

Seeing their appearance, Ji Feng said, “I know you are all bent on the good of the company, but have 

you ever thought that you can fight, but the employees below may not be able to bear it, right?” 

Wang Xin faintly nodded and said; “I know.” 

Ji Feng smiled, “That’s right.” 

Coming out to work was to make money, and no matter how good the corporate culture was, it was 

impossible to motivate people to fight hard, especially when it wasn’t for their own business. 

Wang Xin and Yang Yu were struck by a blow that inspired them to fight, and they were willing to fight, 

but the rest of the company’s staff might not be. 

Even if the overtime pay is high, but when the body can’t take it, making money becomes secondary. 

When Ji Feng said this, Wang Xin immediately understood this, so she simply nodded her head and 

agreed to give the company’s employees a holiday, and she and Yang Yu also went back to rest 

separately, leaving only shift workers and security guards in the company. 

After leaving Tengfei Network, Ji Feng couldn’t help but take a long breath, as if he wanted to exhale all 

that foul air in his chest. 

These few days were even more tiring than fighting with people with weapons. 

There was still no clue as to who Number One was, and now there was actually a mysterious emperor, 

and this emperor seemed to know him well, but saw him as a tool of the Tengfei Group …… 

On top of that, there was the wise brain, which manipulated Ji Feng’s body, the feeling Ji Feng was 

simply engraved in his bones, the feeling as if his soul was out of his body, which made him surprised 

and scared at the same time! 

Ji Feng clenched his fist, and then took out his mobile phone, ready to call Xiang Yongzhan. 

“Ding ……” 

Just as Ji Feng was about to make a call, his phone suddenly rang and the call was from Bai Zhu. 

“Young Ji, I’ve arrived in Jiangzhou, where are you?” Bai Zhu’s voice came from the phone. 

“You’ve arrived in Jiangzhou?” Ji Feng was stunned. 

Bai Zhu said, “Lei Lei and Yu Xuan didn’t feel at ease with you and asked me to come over, so I came 

straight to Jiangzhou.” 

Ji Feng immediately laughed: “You attacked so suddenly, Yu Xuan taught you that, right? She must have 

been afraid that I wouldn’t approve of you coming, so she simply let you do a preemptive strike, right?” 



Bai Zhu laughed lightly, “I was the one who wanted to come. You were out there alone and I was a bit 

worried.” 

The plain words made Ji Feng feel warm, and he immediately said, “Then you can rejoin me at home.” 

Half an hour later, Ji Feng met up with Bai Zhu at home. This time, Ji Feng did not take a taxi again, but 

let Bai Zhu drive Xiao Yuxuan’s original sedan, and went straight to the Jiangzhou military district. 

On the way to rendezvous with Bai Zhu, Ji Feng had already contacted Xiang Yongzhan, who was 

currently at the Jiangzhou Military Region’s compound. 

When he entered the military compound and met Xiang Yongzhan, the first thing Ji Feng said was, “Old 

Xiang, please contact your father for me, I want to buy a little something from the military.” 

Xiang Yongzhan froze for a moment, “Buy something from the army? What kind of stuff?” 

Ji Feng smiled, “Nuclear materials.” 

“What?” 

Xiang Yongzhan looked at Ji Feng in shock and almost didn’t choke on his own saliva, “What did you say 

to buy?” 

Ji Feng nodded and smiled, “I need some materials, the amount shouldn’t be a lot, it’s too much trouble 

to buy them from the black market, so I want to seek the help of the troops. How about it, this favor can 

be helped, right?” 

He knew that although it was said that the topic of banning nuclear weapons had been a hot topic in the 

international arena, and the control was also very strict, in reality, a little bit of nuclear material was not 

a big deal, Xiang Yongzhan did not have the power to do so, but Chief Xiang could approve it. 

But Xiang Yongzhan frowned: “Ji Feng, you kid are giving me a hard time!” 

“What?” Ji Feng asked, “There’s a problem?” 

“If it was in normal times, this wouldn’t be too much of a problem, in fact, normally the army is in 

contact with some university laboratories, it’s normal to provide some materials, but now it’s different.” 

Xiang Yongzhan said, “Now the situation in the southern sea is so tense, foreign agents are drilling 

everywhere, this time period is too sensitive ……” 

Ji Feng instantly understood, he nodded and said, “So it’s like that.” 

Xiang Yongzhan said, “This way, since you asked, I will definitely help with this favor, but how the top 

will reply to you is out of my control.” 

Ji Feng laughed: “With your words, that’s enough.” 

“I say you kid just know how to screw me, why don’t you contact my old man yourself and have to go 

through me?” Xiang Yongzhan grunted, “This time I might have to get a lecture again. Then again, why 

do you need something so special when you can buy something else?” 



“If I could explain the use, I wouldn’t have come to you.” Ji Feng laughed: “If your father asks, then you 

can say I’m planning to use it for experiments.” 

“That’s not the truth, is it?” Xiang Yongzhan grunted. 

“No.” 

Ji Feng spread his hands, “As I said, I can’t explain the exact use for now, but I promise that it will 

definitely not be leaked.” 

“Then wait for the news, I will contact as soon as possible.” Xiang Yongzhan raised his hand to look at 

the time and said, “Let’s leave it like this for now, I still have to lead the team to training, so you hurry 

up and get lost.” 

“Training is so tight?” Ji Feng asked. 

“Exercise!” Xiang Yongzhan nodded. 

Ji Feng immediately understood, and then, without further questions, he left the barracks premises. 

If the nuclear material arrived, he could start trying to make a body for the intelligent brain, but of 

course, the nuclear material was just a backup in case the energy source made from the alpha ore was 

not suitable. 

In Ji Feng’s heart, he even had a feeling of impatience. 
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While waiting for news from Xiang Yongzhan, Ji Feng was not idle. 

Whether the nuclear materials could be approved successfully was still an unknown right now, although 

Ji Feng felt that the problem should not be very big, but after all, it would take time. What’s more, some 

of the materials that Zhao Kai had been asked to secretly purchase hadn’t arrived yet, and there were 

still many things missing, none of which were complete yet. 

To get all the materials together, this would take some time. 

So taking advantage of this time, Ji Feng decided to first solve the problem of his breakthrough to the 

fourth stage. 

That afternoon, Zhang Lei and Shen Jingyi both arrived in Jiangzhou. 

“Crazy, I’ve contacted Jing Yi’s father, he’s willing to discuss with you about cultivation, when are we 

going over there?” Zhang Lei asked. 

“The sooner the better!” 

Ji Feng said, “See if there are still tickets to Lanjiang today, if there are, we’ll go there today.” 

Zhang Lei said, “Alright then, I’ll check.” 

Shen Jingyi, however, was a bit puzzled, “Ji Feng, with your martial arts cultivation, you shouldn’t need 

to borrow other people’s cultivation methods, right? How ……” 



Ji Feng shook his head and said, “It’s not clear in a sentence or two, simply put, it’s that I have a little 

problem with my current cultivation and want to open my eyes to see if there’s a way to break 

through.” 

Shen Jingyi immediately dawned on her, “Have you met a bottleneck?” 

“Sort of!” 

Ji Feng nodded his head. In his own heart, he understood that he had not encountered a bottleneck, but 

that the path to continue upwards in the practice of aerobics had been broken and was temporarily 

unavailable. Ever since the third stage was completely solid, he had been unable to find a clue to break 

through to the fourth stage, and in the end it was the dynasty’s reformer that gave him the inspiration 

to turn his attention to traditional martial arts cultivation. 

Although he didn’t know if it was useful or not yet, seeing more of it would at least open his eyes. 

Ji Feng felt that since Chinese martial arts had such a long heritage, it must have its uniqueness, and 

might be able to have something that caught his eye. 

Among the ancient martial arts experts that Ji Feng had come into contact with, only the Shen family in 

Lanjiang City was the most suitable. 

Although Yang Bin was also a master of ancient martial arts and still came from the Yue Shan School, a 

martial arts sect, when Ji Feng learned from Yang Bin that the Yue Shan School was close to the Yang 

family, he immediately dismissed the idea. 

Because of Yang Bin’s affair, Ji Feng’s relationship with the Yang family could almost be said to be very 

bad. Although the two sides were not considered to be life-and-death enemies, they were definitely not 

friendly, so the idea of paying a visit to the Yue Mountain Sect did not even need to be thought of. 

Of course, Ji Feng had also exchanged ideas with both Yang Bin and Shen Jingyi about cultivation, but to 

his regret, Yang Bin’s boxing style was rigid and fierce, taking a wide open path, practising boxing first 

and then cultivating internal energy, which did not inspire Ji Feng very much. 

As for Shen Jingyi’s cultivation method, it was suitable, she was cultivating internal energy first, and then 

using it to push the boxing, but the problem was that Shen Jingyi’s cultivation level was too low and was 

dispensable to Ji Feng. 

So with no choice, Ji Feng had no choice but to hit Shen Jingyi’s family with his idea. 

Luckily, Shen’s family agreed, otherwise, Ji Feng could only ask for connections to inquire around about 

those ancient martial arts sects. 

“I found out, it’s in the evening, flying to Lanjiang at six thirty-five, but it’s not a big plane, but a small 

airliner.” Zhang Lei said as he stared at his phone. 

“It doesn’t matter if it’s a small plane, book a ticket.” Ji Feng said immediately. He knew what Zhang Lei 

meant, relatively speaking large planes were safer, but domestic aviation was not bad in terms of safety, 

so Ji Feng didn’t have anything to worry about in this regard. 

“Booked for the four of us?” Zhang Lei asked. 



Ji Feng nodded, and Zhang Lei immediately began to book tickets. Shen Jingyi listened and took out her 

mobile phone, “I’ll contact my family.” 

Late afternoon. 

Ji Feng and his group of four, boarded a plane to Lanjiang, and two and a half hours later, the plane 

landed smoothly at Lanjiang’s airport. 

“Holy shit!” 

Just after getting off the plane, Zhang Lei couldn’t help but burst out a foul mouth, “Crazy, you still have 

face, Jing Yi’s family came directly to the tarmac to pick them up.” 

“What are you talking about!” Shen Jingyi gave him a blank look. 

“Look for yourselves!” Zhang Lei pointed ahead, and Ji Feng and the others immediately followed the 

direction of his finger and saw two luxury cars parked on the side of the tarmac, a Toyota Land Cruiser, 

and a Mercedes-Benz business car. 

There were two people standing right in front of the car waiting, and Ji Feng recognised them at a 

glance, one of them was the driver of Shen Jucheng, Shen Jingyi’s father. 

“I’ve come to Lanjiang several times, but I’ve never been as obedient as a grandson asking for peace at 

the door, it’s really the first time I’ve enjoyed the treatment of being picked up on the tarmac.” Zhang 

Lei muttered. 

“What, you still have an opinion, huh?!” Shen Jingyi glared at him, “Do you want my father to come to 

the tarmac to pick you up himself?” 

“No, no, it’s only right that I visit my old husband!” Zhang Lei laughed heatedly. 

“That’s more like it!” Shen Jingyi hummed, and laughed herself after finishing her sentence. 

“Let’s go, don’t make people wait.” Ji Feng shook his head and laughed, taking the lead and walking 

over. 

When the four arrived at the heel, Shen Jiucheng’s driver immediately said, “Eldest Miss, Young Zhang, 

you’re here …… Young Ji, our family head is already waiting at home.” 

Ji Feng smiled and nodded his head, “Thank you.” 

All four of them chose to sit in the business car, and the two cars left the airport and headed straight for 

the Shen family. 

“Jing Yi, your father is already the head of the family?” Sitting in the car, Ji Feng smiled, “It seems that 

your family has grown more and more in these few years!” 

Shen Jingyi laughed, “In front of you, we wouldn’t dare say growing stronger!” 

Ji Feng smiled. 

Even if you are a billion dollar boss, they may not dump you at the airport, just having money is not 

enough, you must also have power. 



The last time Ji Feng came to Lanjiang, although the Shen family’s power in Lanjiang was not small, it 

was nowhere near as big as it is now. 

This shows how fast the Shen family’s strength has grown in these two years. 

It is no wonder that once Shen Jingyi contacted her family, Shen Jiucheng immediately agreed. 

When he arrived at the Shen family home, it was already dark, but the villa of the Shen family was lit up 

with lights, not only Shen Jiucheng was there, but also the old man, Shen Wanzhen, who had handed 

over the position of family head. Putting aside Ji Feng, Zhang Lei, the prospective son-in-law alone, was 

worthy of the Shen family’s attention. Not just because of his status, but also because of his martial arts 

cultivation. 

“Uncle Shen, I hope you won’t be offended if I take the liberty to disturb you.” Ji Feng said with a smile. 

The red-faced Shen Jiucheng shook Ji Feng’s hand forcefully, “Young Ji, you are an honoured guest, it 

would be too much to say that you are intruding.” 

Not only did Ji Feng have enough weight, but most importantly, if it wasn’t for Ji Feng, his daughter Shen 

Jingyi would have been forced to marry Tan Tianfeng, the wannabe son of the Tan family, and from this 

point of view, Ji Feng could be said to be his benefactor, Shen Jiucheng. 

“That’s good, I don’t see any outsiders, Uncle Shen, you don’t have to see any outsiders either, just call 

me Ji Feng directly.” Ji Feng smiled and said. 

“Good! Good!” Shen Jiucheng laughed. 

The Shen family was a martial arts family, although they were in a shopping mall, they were still very 

different from those mercenary businessmen in their style of acting, after a brief exchange of 

pleasantries, Shen Jiucheng said, “The wine and food are all ready, today we are going to have a good 

drink.” 

Ji Feng didn’t push back either, and the Shen family’s generous hospitality gave him a little more 

confidence in the purpose of his visit. 

As long as the Shen family was willing to guide him, whether it could help him break through to the 

fourth stage or not, it would at least open his eyes and should serve as a reference. 

As the meal went on and the hosts enjoyed themselves, sitting in the living room drinking tea, before Ji 

Feng could bring it up, Shen Jiucheng spoke up and asked, “Ji Feng, I heard from Jingyi that you want to 

know about our family’s martial arts cultivation?” 

Ji Feng nodded and said, “Uncle Shen, to be honest, the martial arts I cultivate is different from the 

traditional martial arts, but now I’ve hit a bottleneck, and I can even say that the path to continue is 

broken, that’s why I want to ask you for advice, hoping to be inspired.” 

Shen Jiucheng nodded and said, “So that’s it, I wonder what you want to know?” 

Ji Feng said, “I just want to know about the traditional martial arts, how is it cultivated, and is there any 

stagnation?” 



“There are definitely bottlenecks in cultivation, especially in the breakthrough process from Houtian to 

Innate, the vast majority of people may not be able to break through in their lifetime.” Shen Jiucheng 

said, “There’s a saying in the martial arts world that says the difficulty of Ascension is as hard as 

ascending to heaven, that’s what it means.” 

Ji Feng nodded slightly, he did understand this point, an innate expert, is not that easy to break through, 

I heard that there are few and far between innate experts in the martial arts world now, I’m afraid that 

in a sect or martial arts family, there are only a few innate experts at most, and this is already 

considered a lot. 

“But if I were to say that the path behind is broken, this is something I have not heard of.” Shen Jucheng 

said again. 

“Oh?” 

Ji Feng was stunned, “Uncle Shen, according to you, could it be that martial artists can keep on 

cultivating without end?” 

“Strictly speaking, that is indeed the case.” Shen Jiucheng said. 

“Uncle Shen, tell me in detail.” Ji Feng immediately said, this was really the first time he had heard this 

statement, and he immediately became interested. 

“It’s actually very simple, no matter if it’s an Innate or a Houtian, as long as a martial artist continues to 

cultivate, his or her cultivation will continue to improve, even if a martial artist who can’t break through 

the Innate in his or her lifetime, as long as he or she persists in cultivating, he or she will still be able to 

reach a kind of extreme, and I’m afraid that his or her combat power will not be lower than an ordinary 

Innate expert.” 

Shen Jiucheng said, “As for the innate experts, the cultivation is even more endless, as long as you 

cultivate, your cultivation will deepen.” 

Ji Feng frowned and said, “There is no end to the cultivation of an Innate expert, I can understand that, 

however, if a Houtian can’t break through to the Innate in his lifetime, but insists on cultivating for the 

rest of his life, isn’t there a limit?” 
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Ji Feng frowned and said, “There is no end to the cultivation of an Innate expert, I can understand that, 

however, if a Houtian can’t break through to Innate in his lifetime, but insists on cultivating for the rest 

of his life, isn’t there a limit?” 

Shen Jucheng laughed, “You ask that because your cultivation level is too high.” 

Ji Feng froze for a moment, “How do you mean by that?” 

Shen Jucheng said, “Let’s put it this way, theoretically speaking, there is a chasm between the Houtian 

and the Innate, and only when the Houtian reaches the extreme can you break through to the Innate 

realm. So it seems that there is a limit to the Houtian realm, and if one keeps cultivating, it is only a 

matter of time before one reaches the limit. 



However, this is actually a misunderstanding. The Houtian realm, in fact, also has no limits.” 

Ji Feng was stunned, “Oh? The Houtian realm doesn’t have a limit either?” 

Shen Jiucheng nodded and said, “Not bad. Houtian and Xiantian, there is a qualitative difference 

between these two realms, it doesn’t mean that if you practice to the extreme in Houtian, you will 

definitely be able to break through to Xiantian, it’s different from going up the steps, after you finish the 

ground floor, you will naturally be on the first floor, but martial arts training is not like that, there are 

many people who are stuck between Houtian and Xiantian for their whole life, but if they persist in their 

training, their martial arts will still improve.” 

“No one has ever reached the limit state of Houtian?” Ji Feng asked. 

“At the very least, I haven’t heard of it.” 

Shen Jiucheng said, “But I once heard a story that in ancient times, there were martial artists who 

pressed themselves not to break through to the Ascendant in order to pursue greater strength, but only 

cultivated hard in the Houtian realm and raised their strength to the point where they were strong 

enough to easily defeat ordinary Ascendant experts, and only then did they break through to the 

Ascendant, and at this time, the Ascendant realm was extremely terrifying, even those who could reach 

True Qi outward Innate experts, are no match!” 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but be stunned, there was even such a cultivation method? 

“Because your cultivation level is so high, you broke through to the innate realm early and reached the 

point of true qi outflow, so your perception of the latter realm is different from those of us, I guess.” 

Shen Jiucheng said, “But I think that the fact that you are in a bottleneck state right now might not be a 

bad thing, thicker and thicker, once you make another breakthrough, your strength will definitely 

skyrocket.” 

Ji Feng thought for a long time before nodding slowly, “Uncle Shen, this is the first time I’ve heard of 

what you’ve said, and I’ve indeed benefited a lot. However, my situation, again, is a bit different from 

what you said, I am not simply in a bottleneck state, but the next path of cultivation is broken, there is 

simply no path forward, even if my accumulation is strong, there is no chance of a thin development!” 

Shen Jiucheng asked, “Just now I wanted to ask, when you said that the path behind you was broken, 

did you mean that the internal energy you were cultivating, the cultivation method behind you was 

gone, or did you mean that you were stuck at your current realm, unable to break through after a long 

time?” 

Ji Feng said, “Both count. Because there is no more cultivation method for the back, naturally, I can’t 

break through.” 

“So that’s how it is.” 

Shen Jiucheng dawned on him and said, “In that case, you’re actually not considered to be at a 

bottleneck, but rather lacking a subsequent cultivation method. As long as there are subsequent 

cultivation techniques, you can still continue to break through, right?” 



Ji Feng nodded and said, “Pretty much, I think if there is a subsequent cultivation method, it’s not 

difficult to break through.” 

Now that he was asking Shen Jiucheng for advice on a difficult problem, Ji Feng naturally would not be 

modest, but said truthfully. 

Shen Jiucheng asked, “Then you are here this time to look for a follow-up cultivation method?” 

“Yes.” Ji Feng nodded frankly, “Uncle Shen, I actually came here this time because I want to ask you for 

advice, hoping to receive guidance. In addition, it is also because I hope to be able to borrow some 

cultivation techniques.” 

Shen Jiucheng’s expression clearly froze for a moment. 

Ji Feng immediately said, “Of course, this is a bit presumptuous, so it’s fine if Uncle Shen doesn’t agree, 

just pretend I didn’t say anything.” 

Although he was not a martial artist, Ji Feng knew that cultivation techniques were the core for any 

martial arts sect or martial arts family, and were treasures that were not passed on. That’s why he said it 

was a bit presumptuous, and if Shen Jiucheng didn’t agree, it would be reasonable. 

After all, he and Shen Jiucheng do not have too deep a friendship, Shen Jiucheng agreed to that is the 

love, not agreed to that is the nature. 

When Ji Feng said this, Shen Jingyi couldn’t help but look at her father. 

Now that her father was the head of the family, whether he agreed or not was entirely a matter of his 

words, but she was afraid that her father would reject Ji Feng in one breath, then everyone would look 

bad, and she would be a bit embarrassed when facing Ji Feng. 

“Uncle Shen, Ji Feng is my brother in law, I hope you can help him.” Zhang Lei spoke up, he didn’t say 

much, he just pointed out his relationship with Ji Feng. 

“Lei Zi, Uncle Shen has an idea of what to do, so you shouldn’t follow and interfere.” Ji Feng waved his 

hand. Whether Shen Jiucheng answered or not, he would have no complaints. Of course, he very much 

hoped that Shen Jiucheng would say yes, but if Shen Jiucheng did not say yes, he would at most only feel 

regret, but definitely would not resent Shen Jiucheng. 

Shen Jiucheng was silent. 

Of course he understood Ji Feng’s meaning, it was simple: on the one hand, he wanted to listen to his 

cultivation tips, on the other hand, he wanted to learn the cultivation techniques of the Shen family. 

Listening to him explain his cultivation tips, this was naturally not a problem. 

In fact, Shen Jiucheng was, on the contrary, very willing to discuss cultivation issues with Ji Feng, 

exchange insights with each other and so on, because Ji Feng’s cultivation level was higher than his, and 

quite a bit higher. 

However, to say that he would let Ji Feng learn the cultivation techniques of the Shen family, Shen 

Jiucheng was still a little hesitant in his heart. 



“Ji Feng, to be honest, there is not just one cultivation heart technique of our Shen family, I don’t know 

which one you want to learn?” Shen Jiucheng asked. 

“I don’t want to learn it, but I want to learn about it.” Ji Feng said, but in his heart he was shaking his 

head, this Shen Jiucheng didn’t say which kinds of heart techniques the Shen family had respectively, so 

he asked him which one he wanted to learn, how could he answer this? 

It seems that Shen Jiucheng still has resistance in his heart. 

Ji Feng probably knew that this time when he came to Lanjiang, I was afraid that he wouldn’t get much 

out of it. 

So he explained, “Actually, to be frank, I just want to draw on it, to see if I can get inspiration from other 

martial arts techniques and find the path I want to take in the future. Uncle Shen, you should 

understand that even if I want to learn other martial arts techniques, even if I have already reached this 

point in my training, it may not be effective if I have to change midway to practice something else.” 

Seeing Shen Jiucheng’s slight nod, Ji Feng smiled and added: “Moreover, it’s just as well that this method 

doesn’t conflict with what I’m practicing, but if it does, then if I force myself to learn other methods, it’s 

not just a matter of greed, it’s a matter of whether or not I’ll go off on a tangent, or even go off the 

rails!” 

Shen Jiucheng nodded his head in deep thought, “That’s right!” 

Ji Feng said, “So, I just want to watch it and learn from it, if I can be inspired the best, but if there is no 

gain, that’s okay ……” 

“That’s certainly no problem!” Before Ji Feng had finished his words, Shen Jiusheng immediately said 

cheerfully. 

This in turn caused Ji Feng to slightly freeze in his heart, not expecting Shen Jiucheng’s back and forth 

reaction to be so different, but he was only surprised in his heart, but on the surface he still smiled as 

usual. 

“Uncle Shen, are you saying yes?” 

“That’s right, I’ve agreed!” 

Shen Jiucheng smiled and said, “My Shen family has a total of three martial arts techniques, one of 

which is more suitable for women to cultivate, while the other two can be cultivated by both men and 

women, let me see, it’s already late today, I’ll have someone bring the techniques tomorrow, what do 

you think?” 

Ji Feng smiled and said, “Of course, no problem! Uncle Shen, thank you so much for being so generous.” 

Shen Jiucheng waved his hand, “Eh! What kind of words is that? It’s a martial arts exchange. Besides, 

you and Zhang Lei are brothers, so naturally you’re not an outsider, so since we’re all family, let’s not 

talk about family!” 

Ji Feng smiled, “Then I won’t say any more polite words.” 



“No need to say, no need to say anything!” Shen Jiucheng waved his hand with a smile. 

Ji Feng’s face wore a smile, but in his heart he was wondering why Shen Jucheng had suddenly agreed. 

However, he only half listened and half believed what Shen Jiucheng said later. If Shen Jiucheng really 

regarded him as a family member, he would not have hesitated and would not have been silent when he 

proposed to observe and learn martial arts techniques. 

It seems that Shen Jiucheng must have figured out something and that’s why he suddenly agreed so 

readily. Ji Feng didn’t think much of it, it was good enough for people to bring out their martial arts 

techniques, no matter what Shen Jiucheng hesitated before and what he has figured out now, he 

wouldn’t mind. 

Only, Ji Feng’s impression of Shen Jiucheng deepened a bit more, although this person had the 

brashness of a martial artist, he also had the kind of shrewdness and falsehood of a businessman, that’s 

why Ji Feng listened to half of his words and believed half of them. 

“But no matter what, since Shen Jiucheng is willing to help, it’s like owing him a big favour.” Ji Feng 

secretly said in his heart, “In the future, this favour will definitely have to be returned.” 

Although Shen Jiucheng tried his best to stay in the guest room of the villa, Ji Feng insisted on staying 

outside in the hotel, so Shen Jiucheng didn’t insist anymore and enthusiastically sent his driver to see 

him and Zhang Lei off. 

After the car drove away from the villa, Shen Jingyi couldn’t help but say, “Dad, it’s just a martial arts 

technique, you don’t have to be so petty, right? 

Shen Jiucheng said, “What do you know, you little girl! Isn’t it just a martial arts technique? Don’t you 

know that the reason why my Shen family has come this far and become one of the most prestigious 

families in Lanjiang City is because of nothing else but the Martial Arts Method! If it wasn’t for the Heart 

Technique, would you have such good skills? Could our Shen family be as powerful as it is now?” 

Shen Jingyi said, “But Ji Feng is not an outsider, he has helped me a lot!” 
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Shen Jiucheng shook his head and said, “Silly girl, you don’t understand. Of course I know that he has 

done you a favor, but a favor is a favor, but martial arts is the foundation of our Shen family, and these 

two cannot be mixed together.” 

“Dad, why have you become so stingy!” Shen Jingyi couldn’t help but say, “Although what you said is 

correct, think about it, with Ji Feng’s status, it may not be too difficult to obtain the Martial Arts Heart 

Method, and for him to come and borrow it from you, that’s not treating our family as outsiders.” 

“That’s why I agreed to lend it to him!” Shen Jiucheng said. 

“Forget it, let’s not talk about that.” 

Shen Jingyi shook her head, she felt that she couldn’t communicate with her father, “I’m a bit tired, I’m 

going up to rest first.” 

Shen Jiucheng said, “Girl, you will understand what I am doing in the future.” 



But Shen Jingyi shook her head and said, “I don’t think it’s too wise for you to do that, I’m going to rest.” 

Seeing his daughter turn around and go upstairs, Shen Jiucheng couldn’t help but shake his head and 

smile, the little girl was still too young and couldn’t consider many things that well. 

Shen Jiucheng admitted that his daughter had a point, with Ji Feng’s status, it was indeed not a big 

problem to get the martial arts heart method, the martial arts world now is not the martial arts world of 

the past, even in ancient times, there was the saying of learning the arts of literature and martial arts, 

goods and the emperor’s family, many top martial arts masters would find jobs in the official 

government. 

This was even more true now, otherwise why would so many people from martial arts families join the 

army or work as instructors in places like the army and police academies? 

With the Ji family’s energy, it really wouldn’t be too difficult to get martial arts heart techniques. 

However, Shen Jiucheng had his own considerations. 

The martial arts method was the foundation of the Shen family. Perhaps one day the group of 

companies might close down and the family might fall, but as long as the martial arts method was there, 

the people of the Shen family would have the capital to stand on their own feet, which was something 

that nothing could replace. 

That was why Shen Jiucheng was hesitant. 

As for whether Ji Feng would have ill will in his heart, Shen Jiucheng was not too worried. After all, he 

had heard more than once from Shen Jingyi about the relationship between Ji Feng and Zhang Lei, and 

even if Ji Feng had ill will in his heart, it was nothing, as the Shen family had grown and developed so 

rapidly in the past two years, although there was the shadow of the Tong family, but it did not rely on 

the Ji family. 

Moreover, Zhang Lei was following his mother’s surname, which in turn allowed the Shen family to keep 

a low profile and muffle their wealth. 

“Ji Feng, I’m afraid this future father-in-law of mine is not too happy about it!” 

As soon as he arrived at the hotel room, Zhang Lei said. At this moment, his face was not too good, 

although Shen Jiucheng did not explicitly refuse and finally sort of agreed, but in fact his attitude already 

said everything. 

Ji Feng said: “It’s understandable. If it were me, I would probably be like this too. After all, the 

importance of a martial arts heart method to a martial arts family can’t be overemphasized.” 

Zhang Lei, however, could not help but shake his head, this matter, Shen Jiucheng did …… how to say it, 

anyway, he felt some not quite ethical. 

He could not help but secretly sigh, it seems that this future old man of his own, also become 

mercenary, immersed in the shopping mall for a long time, people will inevitably be affected. 



“If it really doesn’t work, I’ll go talk to him tomorrow!” Zhang Lei suddenly said, “He thinks you’re an 

outsider, so it’s always okay if I go and ask for it, right? I want to observe it, and if he doesn’t give it, 

then it would really be unjustifiable.” 

“There’s no need for that!” 

Ji Feng shook his head and laughed: “Hasn’t Shen Jiucheng already agreed? Besides, you went to ask for 

it, on what grounds?” 

Zhang Lei said, “I’ll just say that I want to practice ancient martial arts, and anyhow I’m also the future 

son-in-law of the Shen family, so that doesn’t count as an outsider, right?” 

“You think you have a good reason for this?” Ji Feng laughed, “People just need to come and say that it’s 

passed on to men but not women, inside but not outside, and you’ll be grossed out.” 

Zhang Lei was instantly erratic. 

He hadn’t really thought of this one, and now that he heard Ji Feng say it, it was really a bit troublesome. 

“It’s better to see tomorrow.” Ji Feng laughed, “Since Shen Jiucheng has already agreed, he definitely 

won’t back out, besides, there’s something wrong with your attitude now, I’m the one begging people 

now, not the one who owes me, how can you ask for someone’s martial arts heart method and still take 

it so for granted?” 

Zhang Lei hummed, “The Shen family doesn’t owe you?” 

Ji Feng laughed, “Alright, call room service and ask them to send some wine and food over, it’s still early 

anyway, let’s have a few more drinks!” 

“That’s good!” 

Zhang Lei laughed and immediately picked up the landline phone in the room and called room service. 

Ji Feng, on the other hand, sat on the single sofa and lit a cigarette, although his expression was calm, 

but in his heart he was frowning slightly. 

The attitude of Shen Jiucheng showed that he was very reluctant in his heart, although he did agree in 

the end, but that was obviously reluctant. If put in the usual way, to this point Ji Feng would definitely 

not continue, but, in order to find the opportunity to break through the fourth stage, Ji Feng could only 

wait. 

The next morning just after dawn, Zhang Lei knocked on the door and came in. 

“Crazy, just now Jing Yi called me and asked us to go over.” Zhang Lei said. 

“Good.” Ji Feng nodded, whether Shen Jiucheng was willing to take out his martial arts heart method or 

not, he would know today. 

The hotel they were staying at wasn’t far from the Shen family, it took less than ten minutes to get there 

by taxi. 



When the two arrived at the Shen family, Shen Jiucheng and Shen Jingyi were already waiting, seeing 

them Shen Jiucheng smiled warmly and said, “Breakfast is ready, let’s eat first, Ji Feng, the Martial Arts 

Heart Method you want, I’ve already asked someone to bring it from the old man, I’ll bring it to you 

after breakfast.” 

Ji Feng smiled and said, “Uncle Shen, thank you very much.” 

Shen Jiucheng waved his hand, “None of you are outsiders, what’s the point of being polite.” 

Zhang Lei patted Ji Feng’s shoulder, “Let’s eat first.” Shen Jiucheng’s performance today was not bad, 

and Zhang Lei’s originally somewhat angry mood had been eased quite a bit. 

However, when he saw Shen Jingyi’s expression, he was stunned for a moment. 

During the whole breakfast, Shen Jingyi rarely showed a smile, which made Zhang Lei feel that 

something was not quite right, but since Shen Jucheng and his wife were there, he could not ask 

directly. 

After finishing breakfast, Shen Jiucheng came down from upstairs with two wire-bound books, “Ji Feng, 

these two books are our Shen family’s martial arts mind techniques, I hope they can be of help to you.” 

Ji Feng said sincerely, “Uncle Shen, I won’t say any more polite words, I can only say a million thanks.” 

Shen Jiucheng smiled and waved his hand, “Alright, I have some things to do in my company, you watch 

first, I will be back between noon, if you don’t understand anything by then, we will discuss it.” 

Ji Feng nodded: “Okay, Uncle Shen, you get busy first.” 

He understood what Shen Jiucheng meant beyond words, to rush back before noon, which obviously 

meant that Ji Feng should not bring back the heart method and just watch it here. 

Ji Feng didn’t feel surprised, it was normal for people from martial arts families to take the Heart 

Method seriously. 

“Ji Feng, go to the room and read it.” Shen Jingyi led Ji Feng to the guest room. 

“Fiery Sun Kung Fu!” 

“Lifeless Kung Fu!” 

These were the names of the two martial arts heart techniques. 

Ji Feng first picked up the Blazing Sun Kung Fu and flipped through it, and the first thing he saw was the 

main points of the Blazing Sun Kung Fu, followed by the heart technique recipe for each level. 

This was a habit of his, to look at the whole first and then look at the subtleties. 

However, when Ji Feng finished flipping through a heart method, he frowned. 

This thread-bound book contained only three levels of the Flaming Sun Technique, and it was still below 

the Houtian realm; even if he practised all three levels, he would still not reach the peak of Houtian. 



He did not rush, but watched it carefully. Instead, it turned out that these first three layers, the realm 

was really too low. The first layer was mainly about sensing the air currents within the body, the second 

layer was about forming internal force, and the third layer was about imperial force, that is, how to use 

internal force. 

This was almost an introduction to the Heart Technique! 

Ji Feng picked up another lifeless gong, and it turned out that this one was a bit better, having the first 

four layers, one more than the fiery sun gong, but the difference was only slightly higher by a small 

realm. 

The two kung fu methods, if an ordinary person were to practice them, as long as he practiced them, he 

would definitely be able to have a small amount of strength, and when the time comes, as long as he 

learns the boxing stances, he could be considered a good fighter for the average outer master! 

However, to Ji Feng, it was almost dispensable, not much help at all to speak of. 

Chicken ribs! 

Ji Feng looked at these two techniques and couldn’t help but shake his head, secretly smiling bitterly, no 

wonder Shen Jiucheng had first hesitated yesterday and then readily agreed. It turned out that he had 

thought about it a long time ago, and the ones given were only entry-level heart techniques. 

If Ji Feng wanted to learn the entry-level mind techniques, it would be enough to discuss them with Yang 

Bin, and Yang Bin would not hide anything from him, and would definitely explain in detail all the 

cultivation insights and so on, so why would he come here to read such entry-level mind techniques? 

This little tactic of Shen Jiucheng made Ji Feng speechless, but he couldn’t say anything, shook his head, 

casually picked up two gong methods and walked out of the room. 

“Crazy man, why did you come out and finish reading them so quickly?” Zhang Lei was surprised to see Ji 

Feng come out and asked. 

“I’ve read them, they don’t help me much.” Ji Feng said, “Jing Yi, these two gong methods are returned 

to you.” 

“Ji Feng, is there something wrong?” Shen Jingyi, however, couldn’t help but ask. 

Ji Feng shook his head and laughed, “No, I’m just sick and desperate, it’s just that the harvest wasn’t 

very big this time, but it’s still something.” 

Zhang Lei looked at him and suddenly took the two merit methods from Shen Jingyi’s hand and then 

immediately flipped through them. He and Ji Feng were past friends, and of course he knew Ji Feng too 

well, don’t look at Ji Feng’s easy words, but he felt that Ji Feng wasn’t telling the truth. 

Despite being psychologically prepared, however, when Zhang Lei saw the two gongfa, one with three 

levels and the other with only four levels, he took a fierce deep breath, his face was incomparably 

gloomy, his hand was raised high and his teeth clenched several times before he forced himself not to 

drop the two gongfa in his hand on the coffee table. 

“Well done!” Zhang Lei heaved a cold laugh. 
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Zhang Lei would never have expected that Shen Jiucheng would do this! 

Although Zhang Lei had felt that something was not quite right yesterday, and had even tried to find a 

way to get the Martial Arts Heart Method from Shen Jiucheng, what he had never expected was that 

Shen Jiucheng had indeed agreed to do so, but the Martial Arts Heart Method he had brought out was 

only three levels in one and four levels in the other. 

What a joke! 

Zhang Lei’s face sank like water, Shen Jiucheng did this, this was simply not taking Ji Feng seriously! 

Shen Jingyi hurriedly took the martial arts heart method from Zhang Lei’s hand and quickly flipped 

through it, her face also looked ugly. 

“This ……” 

Shen Jingyi was embarrassed and didn’t know how to speak, “Ji Feng, my dad must have taken this by 

mistake ……” 

“All right!” 

Zhang Lei interrupted Shen Jingyi in a deep voice, thinking about it or controlling his temper, taking a 

deep breath, “Jingyi, just don’t explain, we are not children, what is going on here can’t we see it?” 

Shen Jingyi opened her mouth, but she could not say anything. 

She also knew that her defense just now was too pale and feeble, just like what Zhang Lei said, we are 

all not children, some things no matter how you explain it, it is just trying to cover it up, no matter how 

you say it, you can’t cover up the fact that Shen Jucheng only took out an entry level heart technique to 

deal with Ji Feng. 

“I’ll go find my dad!” Shen Jingyi stood up and said in an exasperated voice. 

“No need!” 

Ji Feng shook his head and laughed, “Jing Yi, don’t think too much about it, in fact, to me, it’s the same 

to see what kind of mind techniques, they’re all just for reference. Lei Zi, don’t get angry either, your 

anger is unjustified.” 

Zhang Lei hummed and said, “I’m not angry. Crazy, I suddenly remembered that there is still a training 

mission over at Island No. 1, I don’t have time to delay here, I plan to go back now, what about you?” 

Ji Feng frowned and said, “Nonsense! You’ve only just arrived and you’re going back, does it make 

sense?” 

Zhang Lei said, “I think it’s very reasonable, Jing Yi, I’m going back to No. 1 Island, will you go back with 

me?” 

“Lei Zi!” 

Shen Jingyi frowned and said, “Don’t be so impulsive.” 



But Zhang Lei couldn’t help but shake his head and said, “Jingyi, since I first came to your house, how do 

you think I treated your father? Did I really treat him like my own family, or even treat him the same as I 

do my own old man?” 

His implication was that I treated your father as my own old man, but how did your father treat me? 

Shen Jingyi opened her mouth and was speechless. 

Zhang Lei said, “In fact, you understand what I want to say, and I don’t want to get angry, just say it 

calmly, Jing Yi, do you think I can still stay here now?” 

“Then you can’t just leave now.” Shen Jingyi said. 

“Then when do you think it’s appropriate for me to leave?” Zhang Lei asked. 

Shen Jingyi was speechless. 

Ji Feng, however, frowned and said, “Lei Zi, it is indeed inappropriate for you to leave now, moreover, 

you are too serious, this matter is simply ……” 

“Crazy, don’t you still know me?” Zhang Lei shook his head and said, “I decided to leave now because I 

don’t want to bring things to a standstill.” 

With his character, it was most appropriate for him to leave now. 

If he waited until Shen Jiucheng returned, with Zhang Lei’s temper even if he tried to suppress the fire, it 

would definitely make things even more awkward, instead, it would be better to leave now, and perhaps 

after some time when his anger subsided, it would not be too late to come back and make amends. 

But Ji Feng knows that with Zhang Lei’s character, I’m afraid he won’t apologize to Shen Jiucheng, and 

even if he did, it would be for the sake of Shen Jingyi, not because he truly believes he was wrong. 

Don’t look at Zhang Lei’s big-hearted personality, but he was also a very axial person, and once his 

temper came, he was so stubborn that even ten oxen could not pull him back. 

“Alright then, in that case, let’s go back.” Ji Feng nodded, “However, before you go, you have to explain 

to Jing Yi’s mother properly.” 

“Alright then, I’ll go and say that right now.” Zhang Lei immediately nodded and said, he would not vent 

his displeasure towards Shen Jucheng on Shen Jingyi’s mother, this matter had nothing to do with Shen 

Jingyi’s mother from the beginning to the end, he was angry, but he would not be indiscriminate. 

Shen Jingyi saw that Zhang Lei was determined to leave, so she could only look on helplessly. In fact, she 

was also very angry with her own heart, both at her father for being so petty and for doing things that 

people didn’t know what to say, and at Zhang Lei for being too stubborn and having a temper. 

As the three of them were talking, it was just as Shen Jingyi’s mother came down from upstairs, Zhang 

Lei immediately went up to her and said, “Auntie, something came up at the office at the moment, I 

have to go back.” 

Shen’s mother was stunned, “You’re going back now? Is it so urgent?” 



Zhang Lei nodded and said, “Yes, it’s an emergency, I’ll see you next time.” 

“This …… is fine, since the company has something to do then you should go ahead and get busy, you 

young people’s career is important.” Shen mother said very understandingly. 

“That’s fine, auntie, then we’ll leave now.” Zhang Lei said. 

“What about Jingyi, are you going back together too?” Shen’s mother asked. 

“I won’t be going back for another two days.” Shen Jingyi said, she couldn’t leave now no matter what, 

she must ask her father why he had done this. 

There was no luggage on the way here itself, so naturally there was even less need for it when they 

went back, Zhang Lei and Ji Feng then left the Shen family’s villa and took a taxi outside to go straight to 

the airport. 

The first time I saw the two of them leave, Shen Jingyi couldn’t help but stomp her feet in chagrin. If you 

didn’t want to let Ji Feng see the martial arts heart method, then simply don’t agree to it before, just 

politely refuse it, even if it would make Ji Feng’s heart uncomfortable, but it’s still better than teasing 

people with an entry-level heart method like this now, right? 

This time, it’s really hard to know how to end it! 

It was a good thing that Ji Feng didn’t show any anger from the beginning to the end. Shen Jingyi knew 

that even if he was really unhappy in his heart, he would automatically ignore this matter for Zhang Lei’s 

sake. 

The actual fact is that Zhang Lei’s donkey temper is really helpless when it flares up. 

…… 

The company has a temporary problem, so we’ll go back first.” 

Shen Jiucheng’s voice was a bit surprised: “Go back? You’re going back now?” 

Zhang Lei nodded and said, “Yes, I want to say hello to you before I leave.” 

Shen Jiucheng pondered for a moment and said, “Fine, then you guys be safe on the way, call or send a 

message when you arrive.” 

“Okay!” 

Zhang Lei nodded his head. 

The two then ended the call, and from beginning to end, Zhang Lei’s voice tone was calm and did not get 

angry. No matter what, Shen Jiucheng was Shen Jingyi’s father and his elder, so even if he had fire in his 

heart, at least he couldn’t do too much on the surface. 

Ji Feng looked at Zhang Lei and laughed, “You kid can do it, I was worried just now if you would get 

angry, but I didn’t expect you to be able to remain polite.” 

Zhang Lei snorted coldly, “There are some fires that you can’t get out by your mouth.” 



Ji Feng frowned for a moment, “What do you mean? Lei Zi, you’re not trying to do anything, are you? 

I’m telling you, if you have any thoughts you’d better give up before it’s too late, don’t be a jerk.” 

Zhang Lei shook his head and said, “I’m not being a jerk, I’m just doing what I have to do, that’s all.” 

Ji Feng said, “What are you going to do?” 

Zhang Lei shook his head and said, “Don’t ask, I have my own plan in this matter.” 

“You don’t have a clue!” 

Ji Feng grunted, “Lei Zi, I’m telling you, let’s stop this matter, people don’t owe me anything, they are 

willing to give me the heart method to see that is the love, not willing to give that is the nature, in this 

matter Shen Jucheng is not at all wrong, just that I should not come, that’s all, you don’t make it seem 

like people don’t help me is offended me, this is not the thinking of adults, also not You should not do 

that!” 

Zhang Lei nodded his head and said, “That’s a good point! You’re right, being willing to help is a matter 

of love, not being willing is a matter of nature! I also act according to this and will definitely not be a 

jerk.” 

When Ji Feng wanted to say something else, Zhang Lei suddenly said, “Can you stop talking nonsense, 

kid? I’m at least a third year old, don’t I know that in my heart? I’m not only doing this because of you, 

but also for my own reasons.” 

“No matter what the reason is, as long as you kid is being a jerk.” Ji Feng shook his head and didn’t say 

anything more, as Zhang Lei had said so, proving that this kid did have his own ideas. 

After arriving at the airport, Zhang Lei said, “You go in first, I’ll make a phone call.” 

Ji Feng gave him a suspicious look, “Don’t be reckless, you kid!” 

Zhang Lei said, “Mess around? When did I ever do that? All right, you hurry up and see what time the 

fastest ticket is, I’ll come over afterwards.” 

Ji Feng shook his head and turned around and went into the hall. 

Zhang Lei, on the other hand, took out his mobile phone and dialed a number …… 

It was true that he wouldn’t act recklessly, but what should be done, he definitely wouldn’t be soft. 

Zhang Lei admitted that Ji Feng had a point, whether Shen Jiucheng was willing to help or not, that was 

his freedom, and no one could force him. 

Likewise, whether Zhang Lei was willing to help the Shen family or not, that was also his freedom! 

The rapid development and growth of the Shen family in the past two years was entirely due to the 

influence of the Tong family, originally Zhang Lei was willing to help the Shen family develop a little, but 

now, he wanted to cut off that influence! 

“Uncle Chang, it’s me, Lei Zi, there’s something I want you to help …… you help me put out the word 

that the Lanjiang Shen family has nothing to do with my family!” Zhang Lei said. 



…… 

Just as Ji Feng and the two of them arrived at the airport, Shen Jiucheng returned home. 

“Jingyi, why did Zhang Lei and the others leave in such a hurry?” 

“Because they’re not children.” Shen Jingyi said. 

“What do you mean?” Shen Jiucheng froze for a moment. 

Shen Jingyi said, “The martial arts techniques you took to people, those are all for children, they can’t 

understand them, so they left.” 

Shen Jiucheng’s face immediately sank, “You girl, how can you talk to your father!” 
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Shen Jingyi said, “Dad, how can you do this, if you don’t want to show Ji Feng our family’s martial arts 

heart method, then you could have refused him in front of him, even if it was a more direct refusal, it 

would be better than fooling people like this now! You’re taking an entry-level heart method to people, 

that’s simply treating Ji Feng and Zhang Lei like three-year-old children, can people not get angry?” 

“Angry?!” 

Shen Jiucheng frowned, “Zhang Lei is also angry?” 

Shen Jingyi didn’t say anything, of course Zhang Lei was angry, and he was still on fire. Only, as he grew 

older, Zhang Lei’s temper was getting more and more restrained, but that didn’t mean that Zhang Lei 

didn’t have a temper! 

She knows her boyfriend very well, if it was something else, it would be fine, but this is something that is 

really not quite right, Zhang Lei will not be angry. 

Shen Jiucheng shook his head and said, “This kid still has a temper!” 

Shen Jingyi couldn’t help but say, “Dad, why on earth are you doing this? Ji Feng and Zhang Lei haven’t 

offended you, how can you tease them like that?” 

“Teasing?” 

Shen Jiucheng shook his head and laughed at that, “You’re still too childish. This is not called teasing, it’s 

a statement of attitude.” 

Shen Jingyi was stunned, “Showing attitude? Dad, what makes you think so? People are sincere in 

coming here to borrow the Heart Technique, but all you give them is something for children to read, so 

this isn’t called teasing?” 

“Joke!” 

Shen Jiucheng grunted, “Is the Heart Technique something that can be borrowed casually? Last night, 

when Ji Feng asked me for advice, I told him everything I knew without hiding anything, but he was 

ungrateful and even wanted to see our Shen family’s Heart Technique, where is he trying to put our 

Shen family?” 



Seeing that his daughter was still frowning, Shen Jiucheng sighed and said in a serious tone, “Jingyi, you 

are still young, you don’t understand many things. I told you yesterday that martial arts is the 

foundation of our family. With martial arts, no matter what time it is, everyone in the family will have a 

skill to survive. 

Shen Jingyi frowned, “With the Martial Arts Heart Technique, there is the ability to survive? But if there 

are not even any friends left, even if they survive, are they happy?” 

“How can there be no friends?” 

Shen Jucheng said, “You’re referring to Ji Feng, right? He took the liberty of asking to borrow the martial 

arts heart method, which is already rude in itself, and if he holds a grudge against me because of this 

matter, then this person really doesn’t have any belly either, so what does it matter if he is a friend or 

not?” 

This was the first time Shen Jingyi had heard such an argument, and she couldn’t help but be stunned. 

“Jing Yi, think about it, now that he has come to borrow the Martial Arts Heart Technique, I have to 

obediently give it to him with both hands, so what if one day, he says he has his eyes on our family’s 

company? Do I have to give it to him with both hands too?” Shen Jiucheng shook his head. 

“How could he possibly take a fancy to our family’s company? Tengfei Group is already a multinational 

conglomerate, it’s not even comparable to our family’s company, can someone look at such a small 

amount of our industry?” Shen Jingyi couldn’t help but shake her head, “Dad, you really …… don’t know 

how many people are crowding to cooperate with the Tengfei Group now, you actually think so much of 

others!” 

Shen Jiucheng said, “I’m just making an analogy. Maybe Ji Feng can’t see our family’s company, but what 

about others? Today a Ji Shao wants the heart method, tomorrow a Li Shao and Zhang Shao will come 

and want the company, even if the Shen family business is big, how many times can it withstand such 

tossing and turning?” 

Shen Jingyi looked at her father, she suddenly realized that her father’s thoughts were really too biased. 

In his eyes, the Shen family was like a meat and potatoes …… 

“Dad, then have you thought about it, if you lent Ji Feng the Heart Method today, would those people 

like Zhang Shao Li Shao still dare to reach out towards the Shen family?” Shen Jingyi said, “Even if Ji Feng 

doesn’t help by then, isn’t there still Zhang Lei?” 

“Isn’t it the same now?” Shen Jiucheng said, “Could it be that Zhang Lei will not help when the Shen 

family is in trouble?” 

“Why should people help?” When Shen Jingyi heard this, her voice lifted a few points. 

“You say that, what kind of relationship is Zhang Lei and you, does it still need to be said?” Shen 

Jiucheng said. 

Shen Jingyi couldn’t help but laugh bitterly, “Even if Zhang Lei and I get married, does he have to help? 

What’s more, now that we’re not married, you’re still treating his friend like this …… You can even do it 

for my sake, after all, Ji Feng is also considered my benefactor!” 



Shen Jiucheng said happily, “You girl, really big girl, this is not even married yet and you start to look 

towards outsiders. You don’t even think about it, when Zhang Lei broke into the Tan family and fought 

for you, isn’t that enough to show the status you have in his heart? Do you think he would sit back and 

do nothing?” 

“Forget it!” 

Shen Jingyi shook her head, “Dad, you really are overwhelmed by the glory of these two years, I won’t 

talk to you anymore, I’ll go back this afternoon.” 

Shen Jucheng’s face sank, “What are you talking about!” 

Shen Jingyi sighed lightly and said nothing as she got up and went upstairs. 

Shen Jiucheng frowned and stood in place, unable to help but hum, “This girl, really a big girl!” 

Just then, Shen’s mother heard the sound and came over, and couldn’t help but ask, “Old Shen, why are 

you back so early today?” 

Shen Jiucheng shook his head and did not explain to his wife because he did not know how to explain. In 

fact, he knew in his own heart that he had done something unethical in this matter. 

However, it was only unethical, in Shen Jiucheng’s opinion, it was not a big deal, he was using it to tell Ji 

Feng that the Shen family’s heart method was not lent out. 

As to whether this is a tease to Ji Feng, Shen Jiucheng naturally does not think so. Being in the business 

world, he knows very well what is the core, it is like a person who came to the Tengfei Group for no 

reason, just because he has some background and connections, and asked to borrow the core 

technology of the Tengfei Group, such as what 3D TV set, what Kang Yuan slimming powder formula, 

what is the difference between this and digging people’s old roots? 

So Shen Jiucheng thinks that it’s okay to exchange martial arts with each other, and he can tell Ji Feng 

everything he knows, but to borrow martial arts techniques is not negotiable. 

However, because of Zhang Lei’s face, Shen Jiucheng could not refuse to Ji Feng directly, so he used such 

a method, which in his opinion was already very euphemistic. If Zhang Lei had not asked for it, Shen 

Jiucheng would have refused it outright. 

The Shen family gave Zhang Lei face, but it had nothing to do with Ji Feng. 

“Old Shen, is the company encountering any difficulties?” Shen’s mother saw her husband frowning and 

couldn’t help but ask. 

“No, don’t think too much about it.” 

Shen Jiucheng waved his hand and said, “It’s just some insignificant and trivial matters, so you shouldn’t 

follow and worry blindly.” 

But Shen’s mother said, “Don’t think I don’t know anything, Old Shen, why did Xiao Lei rush back after 

just one day?” 



Zhang Lei, the son-in-law-to-be, had to stay here for two days unless it was something too urgent, after 

all, because it was far away, Zhang Lei could only come once in a very long time, so how could he leave 

in such a hurry? 

It was just that Zhang Lei and her daughter were not yet married, so Shen’s mother could not ask more 

questions. Since Zhang Lei said that it was company business, she naturally nodded along with his 

words. However, she knew very well in her heart that unless it was an urgent matter, Zhang Lei would 

not have left in such a hurry. 

What’s more, even if Zhang Lei was in a hurry, why would he not wait for Shen Jiucheng to return? 

Even if they left two hours earlier, they would have been able to buy tickets at the airport? 

Shen Jiucheng shook his head and said, “A child’s temper!” 

When Shen’s mother heard this, she immediately asked, “What is going on? Old Shen, tell me quickly, 

don’t make me anxious.” 

“It’s not a big deal.” Shen Jiucheng immediately told the story about Ji Feng wanting to borrow the 

martial arts heart method, before shaking his head and saying, “Just watch, I reckon this kid can’t keep 

his face, so after a while, maybe even a few days, he’ll come back.” 

“How are you so sure?” Shen’s mother asked. 

“Isn’t it still simple? Can’t you see that Zhang Lei is quite obsessed with Jingyi, he would really get angry 

over such a trivial matter?” Shen Jucheng shook his head and laughed. 

“Old Shen, you …… let me say what good you are!” After hearing this, Shen’s mother couldn’t help but 

sigh, “You’re damaging the relationship between Jingyi and Xiaolei! Even if their relationship is good and 

Xiao Lei is obsessed with Jingyi, but everyone has a temper, aren’t you teasing him by doing this? Not to 

mention that Xiao Lei and Ji Feng are so close to each other, it’s not impossible for him to fall out with 

Jingyi because of this matter!” 

Shen Jiucheng shook his head and laughed: “Nonsense! I can see this kid Zhang Lei very well, he won’t 

fall out with Jingyi.” 

“Ugh!” 

Shen’s mother couldn’t help but shake her head and said, “Old Shen, you’re getting more and more 

confident now!” 

What she meant beyond words was conceited. 

In the past two years, the Shen family had grown rapidly, and even the leaders of Lanjiang were 

extremely polite when they met him, but this had made her husband gradually become conceited. 

But Shen’s mother understood that although the relationship between her daughter and Zhang Lei was 

good, nothing was set in stone, and that also included feelings. 

What her husband is doing now is undoubtedly hurting the relationship between her daughter and 

Zhang Lei, and may even cause a rift between them. 



Because she could see that when Zhang Lei had barged into the Tan family without hesitation for the 

sake of Jingyi, even though he knew that there were several Xiantian experts in the Tan family, his 

greatest reliance was not only his own bravery, but also the help of his good friend Ji Feng. 

But now, her husband had teased Zhang Lei’s good friend, and a good friend who had helped him 

tremendously. Even if she were in her shoes, she would definitely be extremely displeased, one might 

even say annoyed! 

But unfortunately, the husband is too conceited, and even now he still thinks that Zhang Lei cannot 

leave his daughter …… 
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It was already 2:30 pm when Ji Feng and Zhang Lei got on the plane. At this point, half a day had also 

passed since they had left the Shen family. 

“Dingdong!” 

Zhang Lei’s mobile phone suddenly rang, he took it out and looked at it, before shaking his head slightly 

and putting it back again. 

“Who’s text message?” Ji Feng asked. 

“It’s from Jingyi, says she’s going back in a few days.” Zhang Lei said. 

Ji Feng frowned and said, “Don’t mess with Jingyi, this matter has nothing to do with her from start to 

finish.” 

He didn’t want to put Zhang Lei at odds with the Shen family because of the matter of borrowing the 

martial arts heart method, as he said before, whether Shen Jiucheng was willing to borrow the martial 

arts heart method or not, that was someone’s freedom, besides, Ji Feng knew very well that to take such 

a risk to borrow the martial arts heart method, if it was him, I’m afraid he would have to hesitate. 

Although Shen Jiucheng’s approach made him a little helpless, it was not enough to be angry. 

Zhang Lei said, “Of course I know this, madman, you shouldn’t ask about this, since Jing Yi’s father is not 

willing to borrow it, let’s pretend that this never happened and you can think of another way.” 

Ji Feng nodded and smiled, “That’s right.” 

He was unaware, however, that this guy Zhang Lei had actually had the wind let out in private. 

…… 

Shen family. 

Because Zhang Lei and Ji Feng had already left, they simply ate something at noon. The family’s nanny 

had planned to cook a large table of dishes as usual, but Shen’s mother was not in that mood. 

This made Shen Jiucheng’s heart also a little unhappy, his daughter throwing childish tantrums is just 

fine, even his wife actually did not understand him, he casually picked up half a bowl of rice and 

intended to go to the office. 



“Dangling ……” 

Just as Shen Jiucheng was about to leave, his mobile phone suddenly rang, the call was from his 

secretary, as soon as he picked up the phone, he heard the secretary’s anxious voice coming from him, 

“Chairman, it’s not good, just now the bidding office came with a notice saying that our tender was not 

qualified and needed to be redone.” 

“The tender?” 

Shen Jiucheng froze for a moment and then responded, “You’re talking about the land in Xiwan?” 

The secretary said, “Yes, Chairman.” 

“The tender is unqualified?!” 

Shen Jiucheng’s brow immediately wrinkled, how could this be possible, when the tender was first 

made, it was strictly in accordance with the prescribed format, and special talents were hired to make it, 

so how could it fail? 

He immediately asked, “Did they say what was not up to scratch?” 

The secretary said, “No. I also asked, but the person who called to inform me only said that it was not 

qualified.” 

Shen Jiucheng pondered for a moment and said, “I know, I will handle this matter.” 

After hanging up the phone, Shen Jiucheng immediately called up a phone number and dialed it. A 

moment later the phone was connected and he immediately said with a smile, “Director Huang, this is 

Shen Jiucheng, there is something I want to consult you about.” 

“So it’s Mr. Shen, please speak.” A man’s voice came over the phone. 

Shen Jiucheng froze for a moment, Director Huang’s tone of voice was not quite right, ah, you know, he 

and the director of the bidding office Huang is an acquaintance, we just drink and eat together quite a 

few times, of course, in the last two years Shen Jiucheng no longer need to be so personally 

entertaining, if there are any problems in the bidding, Director Huang will take the initiative to call, or 

directly send someone over to explain the situation. 

But now, it sounds as if Director Huang heard his words before he knew he was the one who made the 

call. 

That was absolutely impossible! 

Shen Jiucheng shook his head, this trace of doubt flashed through his mind, then he smiled and said, 

“Director Huang, it’s like this, just now I received a call from my secretary, saying that the tender for our 

Shen Group’s land in Xiwan was not qualified, what’s going on?” 

Director Huang said, “Oh? Is that so? I’m not too sure about this matter, the specific work is handled by 

a special person, let me ask about it for you, okay?” 

Shen Jiucheng smiled and said, “That’s good, then I’ll trouble you.” 



“Good.” 

Director Huang said, and then hung up the phone. 

Shen Jiucheng listened to the busy tone on the phone and couldn’t help but frown, “This old Huang ……” 

He made a polite remark, but he didn’t expect Director Huang to accept it frankly. And there were no 

extra words, he just said one good word and hung up the phone. 

However, Shen Jiucheng did not take it to heart, just sat on the sofa and waited, and also casually picked 

up a copy of today’s newspaper and read it. 

However, Shen Jiucheng originally thought that he would have news soon, but he waited for more than 

half an hour, but did not wait for Director Huang’s call. 

Frowning, he picked up his mobile phone again and dialled Director Huang’s number, “Director Huang, 

have you asked what’s going on?” 

“Mr. Shen, sorry, I’m rather busy with the work at hand right now, so I’ll ask for you before the end of 

the day.” Director Huang said. 

“Director Huang, I know you are busy with work, but the bidding will start next week, if we don’t find 

out what is wrong as soon as possible, I am afraid it will affect my group’s bidding next week ah.” Shen 

Jiucheng was a little upset in his heart, but still said with a smile, “So, can you please ask about the 

situation as soon as possible?” 

“Mr. Shen, it’s not that I don’t help, although this bidding office of mine is not a big place, it is 

responsible for the bidding work of the whole city, so it’s simply too busy.” Director Huang said, “If Mr. 

Shen is in a hurry, he can go directly to the service hall to respond to the situation, okay?” 

“Director Huang, this can be ……” 

“I still have work to do here, that’s all.” Director Huang didn’t even wait for Shen Jucheng to finish his 

sentence before hanging up the phone. 

Shen Jucheng’s face instantly darkened, especially when he listened to the busy tone on the phone, 

which was now surprisingly so harsh. 

“Bureaucrat!” 

Shen Jucheng couldn’t help but coldly snort in anger, “Good for you, surnamed Huang, not a big official, 

but not a small one, how dare you put up a show in front of me! I’d like to see if you can still put on a 

show like this when the city’s leader personally asks about it!” 

After saying that, he immediately called up another phone number, which was a deputy mayor in charge 

of construction in the city, who had a pretty good relationship with the Shen family. 

“Mayor Niu, this is Shen Jiucheng, I won’t bother you, right? It’s like this, there’s something I want to ask 

you for help ah ……” Shen Jiucheng smilingly told the matter. 

“This matter ah ……” 



The person on the phone pondered for a moment and said, “Mr. Shen, according to normal procedures, 

what Director Huang did was not wrong, he also acted according to the rules, you have questions, you 

can go to the appropriate department to ask questions, I have a meeting here, we will contact later, 

okay?” 

Shen Jiucheng froze for a moment. 

“Then that’s it for now, I’ll hang up!” The phone was hung up. 

“This ……” 

Shen Jucheng froze a little. He hadn’t expected this result and felt strange in his heart. 

After all, he did not have a good personal relationship with Director Huang, he was at most a friend at 

the drinking table, but his relationship with Vice Mayor Niu was much better than Director Huang’s. He 

did not expect that Vice Mayor Niu would react in such a nonchalant manner, completely acting as if he 

was doing official business! 

“What the hell!” 

Shen Jiucheng couldn’t help but curse, with a wave of anger in his eyes, since he had taken over as the 

chairman of Shen’s group, when had he ever been rejected like this? The nonchalant attitude of Director 

Huang and Vice Mayor Niu had caused him to run into the dust. 

With a heavy cold snort, Shen Jiucheng immediately gave his secretary a call, “Go to the Tender Office 

personally and ask those officials where our bids failed!” 

After instructing his secretary, his face was still very unpleasant, the more he thought about it, the 

angrier he became, he picked up the phone and dialed another number, “Jiande, it’s me, ask around for 

me, did the Shen family offend Niu Wenlu and Huang Construction anywhere, give me a reply as soon as 

possible.” 

“Pah!” 

Putting the phone down on the coffee table, Shen Jiucheng sank his face, and was not in the mood to 

read the newspaper, sitting there without saying a word. 

The person he had just called was called Shen Jiande, a member of the Shen family in the official circles 

of Lanjiang City, although his position was not very high, but he had a promising future, and was also 

someone the Shen family focused on cultivating to go on the career path. 

Now this strange attitude of Vice Mayor Niu and Director Huang made Shen Jiucheng feel that 

something was wrong, so he asked Shen Jiande to inquire about the situation. 

“Dangling ……” 

Just over ten minutes later, the phone suddenly rang, and Shen Jiucheng immediately picked up the 

phone, “Jiande, what’s the word?” 



A man’s voice came from the other end of the phone, “Family head, I haven’t inquired about what you 

said about Vice Mayor Niu and Director Huang, however, I have heard a rumour that I don’t think is 

right.” 

Shen Jiucheng immediately asked, “What rumour?!” 

Shen Jiande said, “Just now I called a friend in the city government office and he told me that there is a 

rumour circulating in the official circles of Lanjiang City that our family actually has no relationship at all 

with the Tong family in Yanjing, and that all those previous news were just our family boasting about 

themselves and were putting gold on their own faces… …” 

“What?!” 

Shen Jiucheng stood up in a flash, “What did you say?!” 

Shen Jiande hesitated for a moment before saying, “There are also people who say that this is simply our 

family pulling on the skin of a tiger, and that no one from the Tong family has ever heard of our family 

……” 

“Nonsense!” 

Shen Jiucheng snorted angrily, almost roaring, “Who made this rumor, this is clearly deliberately pouring 

sewage on my Shen family, it’s simply abominable!” 

Shen Jiande said carefully, “Family master, I heard from that friend that this news, now it’s spread all 

over the top of Lanjiang City, everyone is saying so.” 

“Bullshit!” 

Shen Jiucheng cursed furiously, “Everyone saying so means it’s true? Everyone knows that Mayor Zhao is 

on the Tong family line, these rumour-mongers, aren’t they afraid that Mayor Zhao will find them in 

trouble?” 

Shen Jiande was silent for a moment before he said, “That friend of mine said that a leader specifically 

asked Mayor Zhao about the truth of this rumor, and Mayor Zhao he ……” 

“What did he say?” Shen Jiucheng asked in a deep voice. 

“He didn’t deny it.” 

“What?” 

Shen Jucheng was frozen. 
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“Say it again!” 

Shen Jiucheng seemed to have misheard, and could hardly believe his ears. 

Shen Jiande said, “Mayor Zhao did not deny it. Family head, what’s going on? This rumour is very 

unfavourable to our Shen family, is someone targeting our Shen family?” 



Over here, Shen Jiucheng no longer had the heart to listen to what Shen Jiande actually said, his mind 

was full of what Shen Jiande had just said, that Mayor Zhao hadn’t denied it! 

This …… how is it possible?! 

Shen Jiucheng really can’t believe it, admittedly, there was not too much in-depth communication 

between the Shen family and Mayor Zhao, at that time Shen Jiucheng thought that Mayor Zhao was 

trying to avoid suspicion and would not get too close to the Shen family, at least superficially. 

The fact is that the Mayor is a cadre of the Tong family, so even if the Shen family does not do anything, 

he will definitely take care of the Shen family. 

This was indeed the case. 

In the past two years, the reason why the Shen family has been able to develop so rapidly and few 

people have been looking for trouble in the official circles, and even fewer officials have dared to come 

to the Shen Group to ask for favours, is because Mayor Zhao is secretly taking care of them. 

So Shen Jiucheng also put his heart back into his stomach and took the opportunity to accelerate the 

development of the Shen family, which is why the Shen family entered the real estate market, such as 

this piece of land in Xiwan, which is the latest target of the Shen family, the location and size of that 

piece of land are very suitable, especially in a second-tier city like Lanjiang, the house will not be worried 

about selling once it is built. 

But what Shen Jiucheng could never have imagined was that there were now rumours that there was no 

relationship between the Shen family and the Tong family, and that Mayor Zhao had not denied it! 

Not denying it, even if he didn’t confirm it himself, was enough to say too much. 

This means that Mayor Zhao, in his official capacity, has disguisedly stated to the public that there is 

really no relationship between the Shen family and the Tong family, which is really too serious and 

damning! 

“This is really ……” 

Shen Jiucheng was like an ant on a hot pot, his whole body became anxious beyond measure. 

If the rumor that the Shen family and the Tong family had no relationship really spread, then the blow to 

the Shen family would really be too great. 

Shen Jiucheng knew better than anyone else why the Shen family had dared to enter the real estate 

market in the past two years. If you think you have the money to enter the real estate market, someone 

will teach you how to behave in a minute! 

The Shen family dared to enter the real estate market because of the relationship with the Tong family 

and the relationship with Mayor Zhao. 

But now, it seems that this layer of relationship is going to be lost. 

That …… 



Those competitors that Shen’s group had offended by entering the real estate market in the past two 

years, as well as those officials who had long coveted Shen’s group, how would they deal with Shen’s 

group? 

The fact that the tender failed for no reason, not even an explanation, is a sign of things to come, I’m 

afraid! 

Then, what kind of encounter would await the Shen family next? 

When he thought of this, a cold sweat suddenly broke out on Shen Jiucheng’s back. 

“No, this can’t go on, otherwise, the Shen family will definitely be in big trouble.” Shen Jucheng could 

not sit still, he hurriedly picked up his mobile phone and was about to go out, however, before he had 

even stepped out of the house, he suddenly received another call from his secretary. 

“Chairman, just now we received another call from the bank, they said that our loan will soon be due 

and came to remind us in advance so that we can be prepared to repay it.” The secretary said. 

“Which bank?” Shen Jiucheng asked. 

“Lanjiang Development Bank.” The secretary said. 

When Shen Jiucheng heard this, his heart thumped, trouble was coming. 

He realised that his hunch was correct, trouble was really coming, and, this was definitely just the 

beginning, trouble was more than that! 

We can’t wait any longer! 

Shen Jiucheng said in a dark voice, “If anyone calls to collect the loan again, just tell them that I, Shen’s 

Group, will definitely pay back the loan as scheduled!” 

The secretary answered yes, but then asked, “But Chairman, we still have to bid for the land in West 

Bay, if we pay back the banks, we won’t be able to bid for it.” 

“I know about that!” 

Shen Jiucheng was a bit annoyed and said impatiently, “Just do as I say and do your job!” 

The secretary hurriedly responded, “Yes, Chairman.” 

Shen Jiucheng hung up the phone and hurriedly headed out. 

…… 

City Hall Compound. 

Shen Jiucheng came over in a hurry. In the past, if he wanted to come to the city government, he would 

drive his car in directly, but today he asked his driver to park his car outside the compound and entered 

the city government compound on foot himself. 

However, Shen Jiucheng did not immediately go to look for Mayor Zhao, but came to the city office first. 



“Director Chang, is Mayor Zhao here?” Shen Jiucheng was looking for the office director, who was also 

Mayor Zhao’s great housekeeper. 

“Mr. Shen, what a bad time for you to come, Mayor Zhao has gone down for an inspection.” Director 

Chang shook his head. 

Shen Jiucheng hurriedly asked, “Then …… when will Mayor Zhao return?” 

Director Chang shook his head and said, “It’s hard to say, maybe I can come back before work, but 

maybe it may take two or three days, it depends on how the inspection is going.” 

Shen Jiucheng was anxious: “Two or three days? Director Chang, where has Mayor Zhao gone to 

inspect?” 

Director Chang said, “Mr. Shen, I’m sorry, I can’t tell you that.” 

Shen Jiucheng immediately realised that he had been presumptuous and hastily explained, “Don’t 

misunderstand, Director Chang, I was in a hurry to find Mayor Zhao, so I spoke out of turn. 

Director Chang nodded his head and said, “No problem.” 

“Then, thank you, Director Chang.” Shen Jiucheng said politely. 

“It’s alright.” Director Chang smiled. 

When Shen Jiucheng saw his attitude, he smiled bitterly and got up to say goodbye, but in his heart he 

understood that it seemed that the rumours were not empty, and this could be seen from Director 

Chang’s attitude. 

This is because director Chang is not only the director of the government office, but also the beloved of 

mayor Zhao, his attitude, to a large extent, can represent the attitude of mayor Zhao. 

“What the hell is going on here?!” Walking out of the municipal compound, Shen Jiucheng was anxious, 

but even more puzzled, why would this rumor appear for no reason? 

When he thought of the terrible consequences this rumor might cause, Shen Jiucheng felt his scalp 

tingling just thinking about it. 

Don’t look at what he said to his secretary, but he knew in his own heart that if the Shen Group paid 

back the bank loan, it would definitely not be able to compete for the land in West Bay again. 

And more importantly, if the loan from the Lanjiang Development Bank was repaid, what about the 

other banks? They would definitely come for the debt as well, and by then, the Shen Group would be in 

huge trouble. 

In the past two years, Shen’s Group has been developing too fast, because of the smooth wind and 

water, so Shen Jiucheng has spread his stall bigger, now there are three properties that are under 

construction at the same time, and Shen’s Group has invested nearly one billion dollars into them, once 

all the banks come to demand debts, Shen’s Group’s capital chain will definitely have a big problem, 

then, I’m afraid half of Shen’s Group will be cut off by the banks! 



This is not to mention the chain reaction that may be triggered, if a panic is caused by the breakage of 

the capital chain, then the entire Shen Group may collapse! 

At the thought of this, Shen Jiucheng couldn’t help but shiver. 

However, there was nothing he could do about it now, because he had no idea how it had happened, 

how the rumour had actually come about, it didn’t matter now, the most crucial thing was, why had 

Mayor Zhao actually not denied it? 

If Mayor Zhao had categorically denied the rumors, then Shen’s group would still be as stable as a 

mountain, but now …… 

After running around outside for an afternoon without any half-hearted gains, Shen Jiucheng returned 

home in the evening with a gloomy face. 

“Old Shen is back, the meal is ready, wash your hands and eat.” Shen’s mother said with a smile. 

“No, I’m not hungry.” Shen Jucheng said sullenly and sat down on the sofa. 

Shen’s mother froze for a moment, “What’s wrong? Is something wrong?” 

Shen Jiucheng shook his head, “Nothing.” 

Shen’s mother said, “Old Shen, you can’t hide this from me, what’s going on?” 

Shen Jucheng let out a soft sigh, “Something happened to the company ……” 

He told what had happened today and what he had heard, and said sullenly, “This must be someone 

who wants the Shen family to be unlucky, so they are secretly playing a black hand, abominable!” 

“How could that be?” Shen’s mother also froze, “Old Shen, how could Mayor Zhao not deny it? Xiaolei 

and Jingyi even went to his house together to pay him a visit, he ……” 

“I guess, the problem lies with this Mayor Zhao!” Shen Jiucheng hummed, “I’m afraid that Shen’s group 

has grown too fast in the past two years, making certain people red in the eyes!” 

“The problem might be with ourselves?!” Just then, a voice suddenly came, and Mr. and Mrs. Shen 

Jiucheng turned their heads to find their daughter coming down from upstairs. 

Shen Jiucheng frowned: “What did you say?” 

Shen Jingyi sighed lightly, “Dad, you always suspect this and that, have you ever thought about your own 

problems, maybe you should look for the reasons from yourself?” 

Shen Jiucheng frowned, “What reasons are you looking for? Did I put out the rumours?” 

Shen Jingyi shook her head and said, “Dad, haven’t you noticed that you seem to be a different person 

from before, always thinking that people are trying to take advantage of you and looking at something 

you have, but in reality, if it wasn’t for the Tong family’s relationship, would the Shen Group be able to 

develop so fast? Now what this rumour says is not a lie either, we have nothing to do with the Tong 

family itself, so why are you so nervous?!” 



Shen’s mother said, “Jing Yi, what are you talking about, how can our family have no relationship with 

the Tong family? Isn’t your relationship with Xiaolei enough?” 

Shen Jingyi said, “But that’s between the two of us, what does it have to do with the two families? 

Besides, isn’t what my father did just telling Zhang Lei that our two families have nothing to do with 

each other?” 
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“Jing Yi, what are you talking about, your father naturally has his reasons for doing that.” As soon as 

Shen’s mother heard this, she immediately said, although she also knew in her heart that her husband’s 

actions were a bit excessive, that was almost teasing Zhang Lei and Ji Feng, but it was okay for others to 

say this, but for Jing Yi to say this would make her husband lose face. 

Shen Jucheng’s face sank: “What do you know about children? 

Shen Jingyi shook her head and said, “Forget it, I’m going to eat.” 

She could see that her father was not aware of his mistake, so it would be futile for her to say anything. 

When the lesson was deep enough, her father would naturally understand. 

Seeing her daughter turn around and go to the restaurant, Shen’s mother couldn’t help but sigh, “Old 

Shen, what Jing Yi said isn’t completely without merit, I think ah, this should just be someone feeling 

teased and angry in their heart, that’s why …… you want to give Xiao Lei a call and talk about it? ” 

Shen Jiucheng’s face immediately sank at hearing this: “Say what? To him to make amends? This is not 

even married yet, and then you start learning to turn your elbow to the outside, Jing Yi is his girlfriend, is 

it still not as close as a friend?” 

Shen’s mother shook her head, “It’s not the same ……” 

“What’s different? All right, I know this matter in my heart, don’t say it again.” Shen Jucheng waved his 

hand and grunted, “I just don’t believe it, if I leave Zhang Butcher, I have to eat the pig with hair?” 

“……” 

Seeing this, Shen’s mother could only shake her head. 

She could tell that her husband was angry. Moreover, he hadn’t even realised until now what it meant 

for him to take an entry-level Heart Method and give it to someone, and thought that that was a 

euphemism for telling them that it was impossible to borrow a martial arts Heart Method. 

In fact, what worried Shen’s mother even more was that, as her daughter had said, her husband had 

really changed in the past two years. In the past, there were still constraints in the family that prevented 

him from exercising his fist, and he did not have any strong connections in the official circles, so he was 

very cautious and modest in dealing with people. 

However, in the past two years, the husband has become more and more flamboyant, his self-

confidence is expanding rapidly and he doesn’t even know who he is anymore. 



Shen’s Group has started construction of several properties at the same time, and has even ventured 

into other industries that he had not entered before, and he is still in debt. He is totally relying on the 

support of the Tong family behind him, thinking that there is nothing he cannot do in Lanjiang, which is 

enough to show how far his husband has become conceited. 

If things go on like this, it doesn’t matter whether the Shen Group will be in crisis or not, the most crucial 

thing is that if the husband doesn’t wake up, then his life will be ruined. 

While Shen’s mother was worried, Shen Jiucheng was annoyed and irritated. 

This night, Shen Jucheng was so angry that he didn’t even eat a meal. What he was even more angry 

about was what Zhang Lei and Ji Feng had done. 

Although Shen Jiucheng did not know whether that rumour was put out by Ji Feng or Zhang Lei, he 

thought that it was still Ji Feng who had the bigger face, but Zhang Lei must have known about it, and 

these two human boys actually dared to do so, completely not putting him, Shen Jiucheng, in his eyes. 

Especially Zhang Lei, it made Shen Jiucheng angry, this is his son-in-law-to-be, how dare he turn towards 

an outsider! 

“I don’t believe it, the Shen Group can’t survive without you guys?” Shen Jiucheng coldly snorted in his 

heart. 

Early the next morning, Shen Jiucheng went out early, he wanted to prove that the Shen family could 

live without anyone, and still live a prosperous life. 

“Governor Xu, we haven’t seen each other for a long time, how about it, tonight I’ll be the host and go 

to the fishing village on the river for a few drinks?” Shen Jiucheng smilingly said to a middle-aged man. 

“Mr. Shen, I’m really sorry, I already have a date tonight.” Governor Xu smiled and said, “Next time, next 

time I’ll treat you.” 

“So it’s like that, next time then.” Shen Jiucheng said with a smile, “I came here today, incidentally there 

is another thing, there are still more than three months before that loan of Shen’s group is due, I mean, I 

hope that Governor Xu can help out and do an extension ……” 

The company’s business is a very important part of the company’s business. 

Shen Jiucheng was choked and wanted to say something else, but then he heard Governor Xu say, “In 

addition, I am afraid that the loan you are still applying for will not be approved.” 

“How come?” 

Shen Jiucheng’s face changed: “Governor Xu, this ……” 

Governor Xu shook his head, “Mr. Shen, I’m really sorry, but this is the policy from above, and there is 

nothing I can do.” 

Shen Jiucheng was silent, of course he knew that Governor Xu was not telling the truth, even if it was 

again a matter of policy, but Governor Xu’s hands would certainly have certain activity indicators, but 



now that Governor Xu said so, the meaning was already obvious, even if he pointed it out, he would only 

end up making a scene that would embarrass everyone’s face. 

Shen Jiucheng said goodbye. 

He was unaware that just as he walked out of the office, Governor Xu picked up the phone, “Credit 

Section, it’s me, you have to keep an eye on Shen’s Group’s loan, it must be recovered as much as it is 

due!” 

…… 

“Boom!” 

Shen Jiucheng heavily slammed his briefcase on the leather seat of the limousine, his face gloomy and 

terrifying. 

This was already the third bank, yet the answers he received were all the same, even the excuses given 

by the presidents of the three banks were all similar. 

This meant that if this continued, in half a year’s time at most, the Shen Group’s capital chain would 

break, and by then, I was afraid that the Shen Group would no longer belong to the Shen Family. 

“Dingdang ……” 

Shen Jiucheng’s phone suddenly rang, it was his secretary calling, as soon as he picked up, he heard the 

secretary’s anxious voice. 

“Chairman, it’s not good, I just received a report from the production line, they are running out of raw 

materials, I immediately contacted the supplier, but the supplier said that the raw materials supplied to 

us, need to be postponed for some time because of the capacity problem ……” 

“What?!” 

Shen Jiucheng almost roared out, there was a problem with the production line too? 

There was a problem with the property, but he did not expect that there was a problem even with the 

production line, this was simply …… 

Time, in the blink of an eye, has passed three days. 

In these three days, Shen Jiucheng seemed as if three years had passed. 

Shen’s group, comprehensive problems. 

The real estate market, he no longer report what hope, but, let him did not expect is Shen’s group’s 

other industries also surprisingly one after another out of the problem, just a few days, Shen’s group 

surprisingly become stormy, even is in danger. 

The entire city of Lanjiang seems to know that Shen’s Group is in trouble, and even includes partners in 

foreign countries who are beginning to try to break off cooperation with Shen’s Group, and some are 

pressing for payment for goods. 



Some partners have even let it be known that if Shen’s Group does not repay the money, they will sue to 

have the court enforce the …… 

Shen Jiucheng, was cornered. 

The Shen family knew about it two days later, and some strange words began to rise. Some people 

within the family even said that Shen Jiucheng had been so arrogant in these two years, thinking that he 

had a prospective son-in-law from the Tong family, that he thought his surname was Tong! 

Some people also said that Shen Jiucheng was not fit to be the chairman of the Shen Group at all, saying 

that he was a villain who had gotten carried away once he got his way. 

These words reached Shen Jiucheng’s ears and made him furious, his face darker than the bottom of a 

pot, but there was nothing he could do about it. 

After learning of the news, the Shen family’s old man reprimanded Shen Jiucheng severely. 

Shen Jiucheng finally realised what kind of mistake he had made. 

He realised that he had really been too conceited before, and that the Shen Group really could not 

survive, let alone live a nourished life, after leaving the Tong family. 

“Old Shen, or else, I’ll give Xiao Lei a call.” 

Seeing her husband’s exhausted look with bloodshot eyes, Shen’s mother was a little bit upset. 

“Mum! You are still defending him even now!” Shen Jingyi couldn’t help but say, “Have you forgotten 

that when Ji Feng was leaving, he didn’t show any disrespect to you, he wasn’t angry with you at all, it 

was my father who was angry!” 

“But ……” 

Shen’s mother opened her mouth, wanting to say something but then stopped. 

Shen Jingyi said, “Do you think that asking my father to apologize to two youngsters will make him lose 

face? The first thing you need to do is to make sure that you have a good understanding of the situation. 

Besides, I told you guys a long time ago that Ji Feng and Zhang Lei are brothers by life, and the two of 

them are even closer than blood brothers, so if my dad teased Ji Feng like that, he might as well just 

tease Zhang Lei!” 

Looking at her father who looked a little embarrassed, Shen Jingyi sighed: “I contacted Zhang Lei 

yesterday, he said this matter Ji Feng did not know, the two families have no relationship words is what 

he said, and he said …… he is also in accordance with my father’s wishes!” 

“In accordance with your father’s meaning? When did your father ever say that?!” Shen’s mother 

couldn’t help but say. 

“My dad didn’t say that, but what he did, isn’t that what he meant? That night Zhang Lei had already 

stressed again and again how iron the relationship between him and Ji Feng was, but my dad he …… 

didn’t give Zhang Lei a shred of face at all.” 



Shen’s mother didn’t know what to say before she said, “You know it was Zhang Lei who did it, and you 

just watched your father be so embarrassed?” 

Shen Jingyi said, “What can I say? Isn’t what Zhang Lei said the truth? We shouldn’t have relied on this 

relationship and thought that everything would be fine! Besides, my dad’s actions may seem normal to 

him, but in the eyes of others, it’s humiliating and doesn’t make them angry? He’s my boyfriend, but he 

doesn’t owe our family anything, let alone you guys!” 

“Besides, Zhang Lei didn’t do anything out of the ordinary, he just told the truth!” Shen Jingyi said, 

“What can I say?” 

Shen’s mother was speechless. 

“This call, I’ll make it!” Shen Jiucheng spoke up, “I’ll apologise to them!” 

 


